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Introduction to Research
! The present study investigates what type of 
individual makes political campaign contributions 
based on yearly household income, education 
level, age, gender, registered political party 
affiliation and ethnicity and how Citizens United 
has changed the financial political landscape. 
! This study is important because campaign money 
is correlated to the laws that pass through 
congress and the interests that are taken into 
consideration.  
! Individual campaign donations represent a major 
percentage of funds raised and are heavily relied 
upon, despite the passage of Citizens United in 
2010, but unlimited campaign contributions are 
being capitalized on by big interest especially in 
this current 2016 presidential election cycle.   
! Using the most recent ANES time series study of 
the 2012 elections, current articles and journals, 
the data collected and analyzed will be able to 
determine correlations between campaign 
donations and the demographic variables, listed 
above, to provide the most credible representation 
of today’s individual political donors and how big 
interest is now being represented in the political 
realm. 
Conclusions
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1	  
 	    	    	   	    	    	  
Age	   -.071	   .006	   -.169	   -12.676	  
.000	  
Gender of 
Respondent 	  
.035	   .009	   .053	   3.960	   .000	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-.036	   .006	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   .000	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 Race and ethnicity 
group	  
.010	   .007	   .027	   1.391	   .164	  
Party of 
registration	  
.020	   .005	   .083	   4.324	   .000	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Campaign Contributions: 
Public Officials Don't Care what People Think Vs. Government Run by Big 
Interests or For Benefit of All 
Run by a few big interests For the benefit of all people 
